Abstract-With empirical studies suggesting that information technology influence wealth distribution in different ways, and with economic interactions and information technology adoption being two complex phenomena, there is a need for simulation approach that addresses the whole complexity of the issue without being too costly in terms of computations and without ignoring relevant empirical facts in defining the behavior of different agents.. While this problem seems to require a bottomup approach using agent-based modeling, further complexity levels in managing the heterogeneous agents in space and time and an appropriate separation in domain areas show its limitations in practice. In this paper we illustrate the use of novel multi-level agent based concepts on this socio-economic issue, by considering our studied phenomenon as an interference of multiple simple other phenomena, namely a basic producer/consumer economy and a diffusion of information model. Such an approach involves writing models following a formalism allowing compatibility and exchange of variables, in addition to implementing appropriate synchronization algorithms. Our simulation used Levelspace, a recent extension project of Netlogo simulation tool combined with data exploration tools but the patterns described are generic and can be implemented in other simulation tools. Indeed, our case study offers a building block for a framework that can investigate wealth dynamics and other analogue cases with influence between models. Our approach successfully validates against empirical macro-trends in the distribution of wealth and other social patterns. Thanks to its flexibility in conducting experiments, we could reduce the hypotheses that restricted previous models from conducting a multi-dimensional analysis for the Gini index and enabled solving conflicting research issues.
INTRODUCTION
Economics is considered a complex system where interactions and behavior of micro-elements produce macro phenomena that cannot be understood by a top-down linear decomposition [1] . Agent based modeling is an alternative to statistical modeling by trying to understand this micro-macro link with bottom-up experiments where simple actions of agents are defined with minimal assumptions based on empirical facts to study resulting phenomena. In its basic form agent-based simulation is still limited to address the complexity of economics and other complex phenomena that have different levels of representations. [7] In fact, a level can be defined as a point of view in a system, integrated in a model as a specific abstraction [8] . We can note that agents can act on different levels, for instance policy makers generally interact with conceptual aggregations of agents (companies, sectors) rather than atomic agents. Some elements of agent-based simulations can also be influenced or constituted by interactions related to another phenomena represented by an agent-based approach. [8] Many agent-based modelling tools exist to describe models and conduct such experiments [2] , they differ mainly in user experience and software environment. Concurrently, research is continuously conducted on different aspects either in simulation theory to provide formalisms that can generalize and fit different modeling situations and also on improving the performance, flexibility, of the tools to be able to reproduce real phenomena For wealth distribution, we can observe that a small change in a population can induce unpredictable change in wealth curves in the populations with simplest economic interactions [4] , which explains the relevance of agent-based modelling for this issue as mathematical equations become quickly unsolvable if we consider the constraints and irregularities: an indicator that such a system falls into the complex category.
The aim of this paper is to show how recent multi-level agent based concept can offer effective ways and new perspective to study classical complex economic issues of interest rather than making the simulation more complicated or adding hypotheses that restrict the conduction of artificial experiments. We illustrate our paradigm through a multi-level simulation that assesses the impact of information society on wealth distribution where the design and performance outperform previous works.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review briefly the related literature, in section 3 we describe the methodology adopted and show why it"s relevant for the phenomena addressed in this paper. In section 4, we describe the model and its specifications to finally discuss the results obtained and the approach in section 5 II. RELATED LITERATURE Bottom-up approaches using agent based modeling and experiments on artificial societies to understand economic have offered an important alternative to classical economics in what is known as agent based computational economics [1] where many simulations manage to better understand phenomena traditionally explained by top down approach such as macroeconomic policies [11] . www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The limitations of traditional models lie mainly in considering the agents as heterogeneous and perfectly rational while the empirical facts say otherwise. Those models also ignore the fact that a system can present emergent phenomena unexplained by summing its different parts.
Wealth distribution, which also appears in many agent based simulations is a particularly complex issue due to its interdisciplinary nature [3] where modeling research aims to understand how different social and economic factors influence wealth inequalities. For instance, the impact of technology on wealth distribution from an industrial perspective where technological advances affect productivity and employment was investigated in one of these models [2] . While the model showed how a behavioral paradigm outperformed traditional models by being able to define heterogeneous agents with a bounded rationality and reproducing emergent historical changes ,the structure of the model remained specific to the studied case and does not offer any design pattern that can be generalized to similar situations. Also, with the large diffusion of information technology, many agent-based models try to simulate information society trends and other connected phenomena such as smart grids [15] . However, most research on the influence of modern technologies on wealth distribution remains based on descriptive statistics [10] , mainly due the multi-level nature of the problem where the first one belongs to microeconomics and the second one belongs to complex network theory. In fact, recent literature acknowledges that multi-level agent based modeling is relevant to socioeconomic systems with different points of view which is exactly the case for our problematic. For this purpose, many generic or domainspecific frameworks using different approaches try to address the multi-level issue by considering the levels as either aggregations of agents or by connecting models or by defining a global system reaction to each agent action [Siebert, 2010] . Those concepts have been able to conduct successful simulations of multi-level complex phenomena such urban growth, cancer modeling, and many other complex phenomena [7] .
However, there are no examples in the literature of applications of these recent concepts to simulations of socioeconomic phenomena. Limited examples of multi-level agent-based simulations can be found but they have in common that all the levels are included as agent interaction with other agents without a separation of scale or complexity thus increasing the computational cost of the simulation
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Formalism
Let M be a model defined by a group of agents interacting using specific procedures in an environment E. Let "s assume that we manage to isolate in the execution of the model some procedures involving only groups of agents without the others. The execution of the model would be equivalent to (M1, R1, M2, R2,…Mi, Ri) where Mi are the isolated sub models and Ci are model subroutines that could not be reified as a sub model. Depending on the complexity of these subroutines, they could be or not integrated as dynamic variables of the environment or approximated using statistical laws. Let"s take for example the case of an agent that increases the price of a good periodically where the good is not an agent property, this can be easily translated into a variable of the environment following an arithmetic sequence. In other cases, we can also replace a decision mechanism in these subroutines with decisions based on observations of the environment, as in an inventory of sales of some category of products the results can suggest that some agents are doing financially well. While it is not always feasible to be able to view a phenomenon as an interference of other phenomenon"s in case those subroutines have considerable complexity, our goal is to reach a situation describe by Fig. 1 . 
M'i describes domain specific versions of the sub models
Mi with respective environments Ei that can interact with the dynamic environment. An analogy of this pattern exists in signal processing where a noisy signal can be decomposed to known simpler signals. In our case the signal is the wealth distribution. This distribution results from interactions of different agents in the economy (consumers, producers,) as specified by other models. We can note however that this socioeconomic factor can be influenced by many different dynamics of society whether behavioral or economic which can be themselves complex and can"t be simple components of a model but require themselves to be modeled. The model mentioned in section 2 was constrained to make a simplistic formulation of technological progress to be able introduce it in the economic model. For our study, modeling trends in a more connected society and wealth distribution dynamics are separate areas of expertise and we suppose a preexistence of model examples. We consider the connected society as a separate level that changes the environment of economic interactions where agents interact, which is reflected in a new kind of transactions, associations, goods and other economic possibilities due to distant communication and large availability of information Linking such models however requires both conceptual and technical tools for information exchange and synchronization.
B. Tools
For our simulation we use Netlogo, one of the most used agent based platforms in different fields [6] (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 9, No. 11, 2018 203 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org Experiments in Netlogo simply define agent properties and procedures then run simulations for different inputs while monitoring outputs of interests, which can result in dataset for later analysis or simply acknowledge the existence of an emergent phenomenon.
The growing research trends to take multi -level aspects in agent based simulations had led the founders of Netlogo project to conduct a research project that led to the development of Levelspace [9] , an extension that allows users to take into consideration the multi-level aspects in different ways. This extension can call other simulations launched simultaneously to either connect different phenomena or reify agents in the simulation as resulting from another simulation.
A classic example is the wolf sheep predation model, where Levelspace can make the grass growth controlled by a climate change model that would have made the simulation unmanageable if included in the same model. Levelspace with other frameworks views the multi-level aspects in a model as a society of interacting models [9] .
For our example, we consider informations society changes happening in a different level and we connect it to a classical economic interactions model. The "introduceICT" button in the first part of Fig. 2 below launches the model in the second part of the figure where we can see green nodes representing the environment getting connected by red segments to diffuse information. 
IV. THE MODEL
A. Agents and Actions
This model is based on classical agent-based models of wealth distribution with individuals having basic economic interactions with each other and with the environment.
We consider however that the skill of an agent can be improved by a resource of type information. We list the properties of the agents below. In this model according to the flow chart in Fig. 3 agents harvest the maximum resources that their location allows them to, giving priority to subsistence resources. An excess of resources allows the individuals to do other operations such as employing starving agents to harvest for them or selling and transforming resources. We can note that the execution of this model after significant steps shows an increase in Gini index and a relative stabilization in the long run which is consistent with other related models [2] Vol. 9, No. 11, 2018 204 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org Parallel to this model is the information society model based of diffusion in a network [5] . In this case, it simulates how information can be more accessible when resource nodes connect to each other. The model has one node agent. In each step arbitrary nodes connect with each other and affect the vision of other nodes proportionally to numbers of continuously connected nodes and proximity of material resources.
Below is an algorithm of the procedure "updateinfo" that updates the properties of node in each execution step. Nodes with more than 5 neighbors pointing to material resources become sellable and the vision is incremented while traversing the connected neighbors that are connected to more than 10 nodes. We refer in the following algorithm to the resource who are considered connected to a parent resource as "linkneighbors" and to select a resource based on the maximality of a criteria by max-one-of. This algorithm is not based on a graph structure but its complexity is not exponential due to the Netlogo graph methods implemented in the link agent.
B. Computational Considerations
To assess the impact of information technology by connecting the environment of the second model on wealth distribution of the first model, we assimilate that the connections will link resources of the environment, and the access to resources will become transitive in a defined radius .A diffusion of information will also impact the skills of the individuals. In each step, the properties of resources are sent to the second model as properties of the nodes, a step of connection is executed then the new values of the properties affected by this connection are sent back to the economy model as shown in Fig. 4 , and so on.
One step of a model can refer to multiple runs depending on the time scale proportion of the two models. For instance, the exchange and spread of information occurs with more frequency than the economic transactions, and we set the number of runs of the latter to 3. Assuming the existence of appropriate datasets, a proportion factor of communication time and volume of transactions normalized by a time /information exchange indices would be a more accurate estimation of this number of runs. Below is the synchronization algorithm that transfers the properties of resources to nodes in the second model to be influenced by connection.
This algorithms loop on indices of the resources to transfer them to the other to address a limitation of Netlogo in concurrent programming, which does impact this specific model.
However in other cases, a sequential synchronization can make the model dysfunctional since the agents react to a state in the environment that was modified by another agent while they were supposed to react simultaneously to the unmodified state. The advantage of our design that is making the synchronization process part of the simulation rather than external is compatible with the transactional memory mechanism that places locks on variables mutually influenced by other agents as specified in Hlogo [12] .
Nonetheless, computational efficiency issues might arise when the number of agents of transactions is high. The solution is to define "meso" entities in the model as groups of agents having the same behavior as in pedestrian simulation models , such a solution is also totally compatible with our design since the inter-model communication happens only in the environment and is not affected by a change of agents.
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. Validation and Calibration
The values of the inputs of the model to conduct experiments were chosen according to different patterns suggested by different studies to ensure that the analysis is independent from input functions.
The experiments were conducted according to Since the goal of the model is to search for macro patterns and not reproduce a real case study of a specific country or society, we opted for a level 2 validation [13] according to the constant following macro-properties in our executions: -Existence of different wealth classes in a pyramidal structure -Existence of economic cycles reflected in the wealth of the bottom classes -Unemployment rate always above 4% to ensure -Subsistence resources remaining the main form of resources by a 20% percentage.
B. Analysis
We conducted our analysis based on categories environment that launches the second model once its characteristics were detected by CART trees implemented in R statistical language which can communicate with Netlogo through the RNetlogo extension [14] . We considered the Gini index as the main measure of wealth distribution of a population. It is computed as the ratio of the cumulative wealth of each percentage of the population and the same wealth in a case of equal distribution.
We list below the categories of the our environments that were influenced by the introduction of information technology  Non-egalitarian society: characterized by a transfer of wealth to the wealthier agents and an increase in the looking for survival pool.
We note in the plots of this case in Fig. 5 that the introduction of information technology to the environment inverses the tendency of the Gini curve for a short period then goes back to its initial shape. The same tendency can be observed in resource values where the average value increased temporarily then returned to its decreasing shape.  Egalitarian society: characterized by slight variations in cycles over an average of the Gini index."
In this society the introduction of information technology creates an immediate perturbation period shown in Fig. 6 then returns to its previous shape and the same thing can be said about resource values The occurred mainly in the wealth pyramid where more than 50% of wealth became shared by more individuals. However this was not reflected in the Gini curve which suggests that the unskilled individuals got poorer.
 Society with abundance of material resources:
We noted in this category of society a tendency to more wealth repartition in the bottom of the pyramid but not in Gini curves which suggests that the richest individuals got even richer (Fig. 7) . We can assert from the previous analysis that our simulation suggests that information technology has a negligible impact on wealth distribution. This is compatible with the fact that no conclusion can be drawn from empirical evidence where some case studies suggest an increase in inequalities while others suggest a decrease [4] . Undoubtedly, information society offers new opportunities for the less wealthy, but it also offer means to the wealthier for better exploitation of resources and a wider access to labor as suggested by reporters in our model. The stabilization of Gini curve is an emergent phenomena of our model and supports the theory that information technology in the long run contributes to the stabilization of wealth distribution which is still a positive effect. In comparison with models that have one level, our model being composed of two simple components allows change in any of the models without affecting many variables, it also encapsulates the non-relevant variables for our experiments and allows us to explore flexibly different possibilities of modern technology influence with a significant gain in computation costs.
